Pre-School & Kindergarten Class
Anti-Bullying

BULLYING

- teasing
- rumors
- threats
- name-calling
- using mean words
- pushing
- kicking
- hitting
- leaving somebody out
- stealing
- damaging property
Ceres Unified District Policy/Seth’s Law

- **CUSD is aware bullying is serious**

- **CUSD follows the law**

- **Bullying is against the law**
### Bullies and Buddies

**Bullies**
1. Hurt people
2. Say mean things
3. Push
4. Fight
5. Kick
6. Scratch you
7. Play rough

**Buddies**
1. Are your friends
2. Play with you
3. Help you
4. Say nice things
5. Make you feel better
6. Share there things
7. Stand up for you
Buddies Shake Hands
Bullies Kick
Buddies Help Others
Bullies Fight
Buddies Share
Bullies Do Not Take Turns
Buddies Work Together
Bullies Push
Buddies Help When You Are Down
Bullies Knock Over Others’ Toys
Buddies Make Things Together
Bullies Say Mean Things
Buddies Use Nice Words
Remember

- If you are bullied ask an adult to help!
- Don’t be a bully when you can be a buddy!